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Welcome to another session through the Omega
Communications Portal. It is a pleasure to withdraw
from the activities of the day and journey with a group
of like-minded people into other dimensions, for the
work that you are involved in, for the information and
energy which is appropriate for you to receive at this
present time. What are you drawing forward to you
today, as you receive this transmission?
Settle yourself comfortably. Allow yourself to be in a
space where you will have no interruptions for this
short time that we are working together. Perhaps you
have the intention that you want a certain outcome
from being in the energy today and if that is your strong
intention, then of course you will receive just what you
have put your thought out to receive.
Now, come together into the receiving area of the
Station of Light. Although the Station of Light is not
always clearly visible to you, its presence may be there
with you as an under-lying awareness beneath
everything that you do and also, beneath everything
that you do is the awareness that you have a particular
purpose for being here on Earth. That purpose is to
bring through the energy to expand your awareness so
that you are actively joining in creating the better
civilisation. That could possibly be put into better
words than what I am using, but you will understand

my intention by saying that to you, because you
already know what your intention and purpose is in
expanding your consciousness and energy field. So,
this sets the energy for this session, although it could
be changed when the higher Beings of Light interact
with you. Settle yourself into this space and feel the
expansion of your energy field around your light
energy body here. You may be aware that you are
drawing other Beings close to you and perhaps you
can identify those Beings.

.
“Greetings here to you, Beloved, Orem coming
forward and addressing you. We enter through the
layers of dimensional frequency and to you it would
appear that there are openings appear and we
emerge through the openings or portals. It is a shift
in energy frequency - a dimensional extension from
where we usually operate, to extend into this
receiving area and indeed even around you
physically on the Earth plane. We want you to
understand this, accept it and receive it, because
this helps you connect in more frequently and more
easily to this aspect of Creation.
Already there exists in this aspect of Creation an
aspect of you – the higher dimensional aspect of you
that is already present here with us, is already being
very consciously active in the entire system that
supports Earth construct and every time you
connect back into this space, that other aspect of
you connects with you. This may help you
understand why you feel the shift in energy during
the transmissions and following the transmissions
you feel expanded and clearer, because you are
receiving the energy field from the higher aspect of
you existing here.
You do have your individual expansion and the
aspect of your individual light body that exists to be
present with you in the Earthplane, so this is just
helping you get a greater picture. Again, if you were
looking at it in a multi-dimensional way, you would
observe these different aspects of you and we are
describing it to you to help you visualise and
experience all of these different aspects of the
energy system that comes through and exists as

you in the Earthplane and exists in many other
realities.
Now, we have given you sufficient energy
transmissions for you to realise that everything you
focus upon will be manifested into your reality. Your
reality might include simple frameworks of thought
patterns or emotional patterns without necessarily
being enacted into physical materialisation. You
can still experience and grow and expand through
the different elements that are created by yourself
with the assistance of higher energetic Beings
around you. When you do particularly align yourself
with your higher self and your point of origin, that
changes what you manifest. It brings into your
systems of awareness different elements that allow
you to co-create in a different way and will also help
you discern what is necessary for you to bring into
the elements of construction or manifestation
around you.
In the Earthplane you are very active mentally and
emotionally, so you could be manifesting many
concepts and realities that are not truly in alignment
with your pure source, or origination station. What
would you prefer? Is it time for you to focus intently
in the oneness of your alignment? It is your choice,
of course. You may still be wanting to experience a
wide pattern of existence and different elements
within the created world on Earth planet at present.
We remind you also that it is not necessary to repeat
some of the earlier experiences which helped you
to evolve to the point where you are at now. That is
to say, it is not necessary to recreate other lifetimes
that were disturbing. It may be necessary for you to
align yourself with the unfolding evolution and to be
agreeable to understand higher patterns of life and
the joy there is in creating a stable civilisation
around you and stabilisation of many of the
conditions that you experience mentally, physically,
emotionally.
As we speak this to you, you may be identifying that
core energy essence of self and that is beyond
many of the disturbing levels that we refer to.

It is directly in alignment with your Source Energy
Self. In previous transmissions, as we do in this
transmission, we ask you to experience the energy
of your core self and this is where you experience
that you are removing from yourself some disturbing
elements. This will be different for many of you
people. It may involve clearing away linkages with
other people. It may be clearing away food patterns,
it may be clearing away disturbances from you
physically, emotionally or mentally, You, your
higher self aspect here, even in your light body here,
knows the true alignment and what is necessary for
you to receive. We observe this in you and we allow
you the space to comprehend what you are
receiving.
As you complete that, you are moved immediately
into the system of the cities of light. We enjoy – yes,
enjoy – bringing you into these experiences because
it is fulfilment of part of your individuality in its
purpose. It satisfies an inner longing or desire or
emptiness that is within you all. As you evolve
through the experiences in your current life pattern,
you draw yourself into, by pure resonance, these
states presented to you and in that way, you feel
fulfilled. Fulfilling you in direct connection with this
energy also gives you a clearer understanding of
some patterns that you need to be working with, to
be actively engaged in and moving more in
conformity with the higher evolved aspect of you
within the Station of Light and other dimensions as
is appropriate to you as an individual. It does not
necessarily mean being the greatest and most vocal
person. It just means that your energy field
encompasses a wide range of people around you
and in so doing, you perceive the ones who respond
to that pure essence that is within you. This is the
pure essence that is present here that is actively
engaged in this transmission with us.
You may be experiencing a sense of Oneness – of
being in tune with the entire pattern – and from this
central position you may also be aware of changes
evolving around you. You could think of this in your
imaging as being the centre of a galaxy and there
are other areas revolving around you and changing,

but you exist as the centre and you are emitting
energy to help all of that which is evolving around
you. Are you therefore emitting the right energy
pattern? The right energy pattern you recognise as
being part of Source Energy and your original
purpose. We speak of this many times to you,
because in presenting it to you, you are more able
to realise it in you and through you and around you.
The realisation brings you the sense of enjoyment
and fulfilment.
We bring you back now to be aware that you are in
the presence of the chambers of communication
where there are the Beings present of the Council
of Light. This Council of Light oversees the energy
emanations toward Earth station as it is connected
with other of the planetary beings and as is
necessary for you to be present and receive more
understanding of that pattern and linkage.
You are receiving communication from that group
known as the Council of Light here. Many of you
here are being surrounded in what they are
presenting to you. It is stripping away some of the
messages around what the Council of Light is and
what it does, so that you are just presented with the
energy system of the Council of Light. You will
recognise this as a pattern that you resonate with,
that you are often drawn to, to share the energy that
you have brought with you from Earth planet and
also from other places that you travel to.
It is significant that this is drawn to your awareness
in this transmission. It is significant because there is
a shift in some of the layers of the dimensional
construct around Earth at present. Some areas are
being repaired and restored. Some areas are being
cleared to be more open to receive some of those
other Beings from other planetary systems who are
drawn in specifically at this time to relieve some of
the pressures being experienced within Earth planet
and effectively changing some of the distortions
which arise in some of the conflicts that are
apparent in your worldly pattern. Some of those are
quite unnecessary and have been created as
distractions to prevent a great number of people

from recognising that this is an opportunity to step
aside from conflict and evolve in a better way. This
has been presented to you at other times in different
methods and words and images.
There is a great deal happening around you and you
are affirmed, you are given an affirmation by these
Beings of the Council that you are aware of what is
occurring and that they are aware of what is
occurring around you and they confirm your journey
into Earth experience and confirm that you are
needed to bring in the higher realisation and
pattern.
With that message I now bring you back to be aware
of your presence in the receiving area. There has
been much dealt with in this transmission around
you and through you and it is enough for you to
process, to work through and to receive more
individually as you listen and agree to work in
cooperation with the higher levels. This was my
purpose for being with you at this time, Beloved
Orem out “

Lani speaking again. Thank you, Orem. Thank you,
Council of Light and all the Beings involved in this
transmission.
Are you ready – I have an awareness of many people
listening and connecting with me at this time. It is time
to bring all of this back into your conscious memory
and action, into your physical form. Into your life
pattern, deeply into the energy grid that constructs and
supports Earth and allows the shifting in other
dimensions to bring forth the pure element from
Source creation. Do you recognise this is what you are
doing? It relieves pressures that may be upon you
daily, so enjoy that experience of who you really are.
Be aware now you are fully reconnecting and
enhancing your life pattern and being fully present in
the present moment
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